Pioneers in
Voice Emotion
Technology
Blueprint Partnership has been driving the application
of AI voice emotion technology from the start.
We are the first agency
in Europe to validate
AI Voice Emotion
Technology in
Real-time – bringing
extra layers of rich
insight and confidence

We pioneer voice
emotion for
maximum qualitative
emotional insight

Our in-house expertise
and best practice guides
ensure voice emotion
genuinely adds value,
and is never a gimmick

Our ongoing dialogue
with Phebi ensures
we remain at the
forefront as the
technology evolves

It’s not what we say,
it’s how we say it.
Voice emotion technology is transforming
qualitative research. In everyday conversation,
we can hide or reveal our emotions, choosing
our words carefully to meet the expectations of
those around us and ‘manage’ what we reveal and
how we are perceived. Voice emotion technology
gives us the opportunity to get behind these
niceties – revealing when people are angry,
happy, sad, anxious or have a strong reaction
(indicating for example, enthusiasm or rejection).

We showed voice emotion
gives your insights
emotional depth
We pioneered voice emotion technology
in real-time to provide deep, in the
moment, emotional feedback:
•

Better understand what is really being said
(emotions, pain points, moments of delight)

•

Reveal everyday experiences in
‘emotional 3D’

•

Surface aspects of experience people
struggle to put into words

Try AI voice emotion
analysis in real-time
Contact us to take part
in a real-time demo
See the emotional insight voice
emotion offers for yourself.
You’ll be amazed by the results!

Having proven the value of voice emotion, we turned our attention
to making it suitable for a wider range of projects – liberating it by
developing approaches to use it in a cost and time-efficient way.

Unleashing
Voice Emotion…
Voice analysis is a critical component of the Blueprint Partnership best practice approach for comprehensive
and high-quality research. We quickly realised the key problem was how to manage the enormous quantity
of data it generates. There is so much detail that project teams might be overloaded with information
and unable to pinpoint the most compelling insights.
Over the past 3 years, we have been testing, learning and developing. As we have liberated breakthrough
insights for our clients, we have tailored our approach. We now believe we have best in class
techniques to find and convey valuable emotional insights

Revealing reactions which are powerful, meaningful and worthy of
deep-dive exploration, so we can focus on these
Penetrating insights beyond the words used, so you better understand your
customers / segments: how they respond to different contexts and scenarios,
their unmet needs and the opportunities to truly motivate them
Tracing how emotional response develops over time, so you can see the immediate
and the considered responses to your brand messages and visuals – learning how your
communications are understood and what they really mean to your customers

We continue to innovate voice emotion and explore
how we can be combined with other tools for
optimal insight value. See our recent paper for the
EphMRA Basel meeting (September 2022) which
showed the value of combining voice emotion
metrics with the measurement of personality traits.

View paper

Learn more about our
AI voice emotion experience
Please contact
c.chamberlain@blueprintpartnership.com
or m.pepp@blueprintpartnership.com
for more information.

